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Learn the Portuguese and Brazilian Style of Cooking. With these 50 Authentic Brazilian and
Portuguese Recipes!So have you ever had food from Portugal or Brazil? This cookbook will
illustrate exactly how easy these amazing dishes are to create at home.But make sure you have
a lot of chorizo and broth available, because these ingredients will be absolutely necessary
when making these amazing Spanish dishes!Soups are a staple in Portuguese cuisine and you
will learn all of them in this cookbook.You will absolutely love Brazilian Rice and Brazilian Ribs.
And if you love soups the Portuguese have you covered.So are you ready to take a trip to
Portugal and Brazil? Then try these 50 authentic recipes and discover the amazing style of Latin
and Spanish cooking.And don’t forget, this is effortless cooking. These Portuguese recipes will
be super easy!Here is a Preview of the Recipes You Will Learn:Portuguese BreadBrazilian
Chorizo SoupPollo al Ajillo (Garlic and Chicken Stir Fry)Easy Ribs from BrazilWestern European
GazpachoMuch, much more!Pick up this cookbook today and get ready to make some
interesting and great tasting Portuguese meals!Related Searches: Portuguese cookbook,
Portuguese recipes, Brazil cookbook, Brazil recipes, Brazilian recipes, Brazilian cookbook,
Portugese food
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NAIRA F, “Great book!. I will be trying the quejaidas!!! Seem really easy to make. Directions are
clear and easy to follow. Wished they had pics.”

Nydia Felix, “Yummy chorizo soup!. I had never tried to cook Portuguese dishes, so my first was
the Brazilian Chorizo Soup. It was delicious but it was more of a stew as there wasn't enough
liquid. My husband preferred it as a stew and so did my friends who dropped in for a late night
snack, as the leftovers were even better the next day. I had never added mango to a soup before.
What a revelation! Will try another recipe soon.”

Katia Gomes Barbosa Alves, “None. I liked.”

The book by Chef Maggie Chow has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 18 people have provided feedback.
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